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Abstract: Down syndrome is a chromosomal abnormality (trisomy 21)
characterized by an extra chromosome 21. People with Down syndrome have
impairement in mental and physical development, including delayed dental
development. Dental age is stage of development of teeth measured by
maturation stage of teeth. This study aims to determine or asses the growth or
maturation of permanent teeth in children with Down syndrome. This
research was a cross-sectional analysis. Analysis test using paired t-test to
compare the average of chronological age to dental age, also unpaired t-test
for comparing the dental age of children with Down syndrome to normal
based on chronological age. The result showed that there was significant
difference between chronological age and dental age in children with Down
syndrome (p-value <0,05). Thus, there was the difference of dental age
between children with Down syndrome and normal but not significant (pvalue >0,05). The conclusion of this study showed that dental age more late
than chronological age in children with Down syndrome. In spite dental age
in Down syndrome children is descriptively later than in normal.
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Introduction
Down Syndrome is a chromosomal disorder (Trisomy
21) in children and mostly revealed/found out in dental
clinics. A person with Down Syndrome has an extra
chromosome, namely chromosome 21. This extra
chromosome will change the body genetical balance that
might cause a change in physical characteristic and
intellectual ability beside disorders of physiological
function of the body. The incidence was 1 in 660 births
with Trisomy 21 (Hidajat et al., 2005; Hurairah, 2012;
Ghosh et al., 2010). The syndrome is a genetical anomaly
caused by numeric aberation as a failure of replication
process and nondisjunction of the cell (Hidajat et al.,
2005; Rinaya, 2003; Moraes et al., 2007a). As results of
chromosomal disorders, patients with Down Syndrome
(DS) have disorders of mental and physical development
including delayed dental development (Sjarif, 2011).
According to (As stated by) Moyers, dental growth
and development were 78.5% genetically effected by
genetical factors and 22% by environmental factors.
Disorders of dental growth that caused by genetical factors
begins at prenatal period, i.e., embryonic phase that is
highly sensitive against disturbances and critical dental
growth during prenatal period according to the phase of
prenatal growth and development (Moyers, 2001).

Dental growth and development consists of dental
development, calcification and eruption phases
(McDonald and Avery, 2000). Chronological age is a
right and easy parameter in estimating the growth and
development globally, an accurate indicator of the
developmental phase. Dental growth and development
can be counted by dental age. Dental age is the right
age in relevance with dental developmental phase,
scored through dental maturation according to dental
calcification and eruption. Based on dental
calcification, the dental age is the main parameter in
scoring the dental maturation, it is more accurate
compared with chronological age (Stewart, 1982).
A study by Toscano (2007) found out that delayed
growth of maxilla and mandibula occured in DS boys and
girls. Other periodontal diseases (90-96%) were caries,
maloclusion (grade III), dental anomaly especially
anodontia, delayed eruption of permanent tooth and
macroglossia (11- 60%). Santos (Moraes et al., 2007a) in a
study on dental mineralizationon DS children using
panoramic photos, found the delay in the development of
caninus teeth and the second molar.
Sragriff-Curtin (Moraes et al., 2007b) stated the most
common oral manifestation in DS patients were variable
dental amount and morphology. The teeth eruption occurred
2-3 years later than in normal children and not in order.
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passed down to its heredity. Generally an individual is
said to have chromosomal variation or aberation when
there is a genetical change, that might result in individual
abnormality. This abnormality might result as
characteristic symptoms, one of which is Down Syndrome
(Suryo, 1986). A child with Down Syndrome has
abnormality of Trisomy 21 chromosome that resulted as
disorders of physical or mental development including
delayed dental development (Sjarif, 2011).
The difference between chronological age and dental
age in DS children aged 6-14 years, descriptively as well as
statistically is shown in Table 1, besides higher rate of
chronological age than dental age in DS children that means
delayed dental growth and development. Dental maturation
indicates the biological maturation of a child growth. It
highly correlated with dental age that might be detected
since birth through adult phases. Dental age in children is
estimated/counted/scored through dental calcification and
eruption. The age, based on dental calcification and
eruption is the most often used to predict the maturation,
because dental age is more accurate based on dental growth
and developmental phase (Grupta, 1996).
The Demirjian method is the most often used in
estimating dental maturation because of its relatively high
reliability, using only 8 phases of development and most
detailed descriptive criteria according to the relative length
of the crown and root of the tooth (Agurto et al., 2009;
Maber et al., 2009). Other method in estimating dental
maturation is Nolla method, which divides the calcification
period of permanent teeth into 10 phases with a score for
each phase, starting from the teeth forming up to the closing
of apical foramen of the teeth. As seen on radiographic
images, crypte forming (Phase 1) and so on until the closing
of the tooth root apex (Phase 10). The permanent teeth of
the upper and lower jaws (“rahang”) were analysed and
scored through panoramic radiography with only one site
without molar 3 to get the total score of each phase. Nolla
method used also conversion table (Apriyono, 2016). As
stated in previous studies by Mussig et al. (2011) and
Ondarza et al. (2011) there were delayed eruption of
deciduous teeth in Down syndrome patients.
The result of this study is in accordance with SengriffCurtin (Moraes et al., 2007b) which stated the most
common oral manifestation in DS patients were the
variability of dental amount and morphology, 2-3 years
delay of dental erruption that were not in order. Toscano
(2007) found delayed growth of maxilla and mandibular
and permanent teeth erruption in male and female DS
children. Santor (Stewart, 1982) in his study on the
chronology of dental mineralization in DS children
panoramic images using Demirijan (2007), found a delay
of development of caninus tooth and second molar;
Moraes et al. (2007a) found different dental age and
chronological age of less than 12 months.

Tanner (1975) stated that dental age was estimated
(ditentukan) in several ways based on the eruption,
calcification grade and the association between dental
forming and eruption. Radiographic image is one of the
tools to find out the dental maturation in estimating the
diagnosis and afterwards management (Tanner, 1975;
Finn, 2005).

Materials and Methods
This was a cross sectional study. The subjects were
children diagnosed as Down Syndrome who came to
RSGM Universitas Padjadjaran during March-April
2016. Sample collection using purposive sampling.
Analytical study using panoramic radiography to find
out (to determine) the phase of dental calcification of left
mandibular using Demirjian method. Statistical analysis
using paired and unpaired t-test.

Results
The study subjects who fulfilled the inclusion criteria
were 11 DS children and 11 normal children as control.
Analysis were done on DS children to collect the dental
age score to be compared with chronological age. The
result is shown in Table 1.
There is difference between chronological and dental
age in DS aged 6-14 years, descriptively. The rate in
chronological age is 8.97 years and 7.91 years in dental
age, that means dental age in DS children is delayed 1
year 1 month compared to chronological age.
The t-test was used to find out the difference between
chronological age and dental age in children. Statistical
analysis showed significant difference between
chronological and dental age in DS children (p value =
0.001). The rate of chronological age in DS children is
higher compared to dental age (Table 1). Therefore, to
find out the difference of dental age between DS and
normal children based on chronological age, the t-test
analysis was used. The result is shown in Table 2.
Descriptively, dental age rate in DS children with 614 year chronological age is different with normal
children. Dental age in DS children was 7-9 year and 9.2
year in normal children. Therefore, dental age in DS
children at 6-14 year chronological age was 1 year 3
months later than in normal children. The t-test is used
to find out the difference of dental age in DS and normal
children. Analytical results showed the difference based
on chronological age but not the result of the significant
test (p-value = 0.1136).

Discussion
Each cell of the organisms has a genetical substance
in the chromosome inside the nucleus. Each individual
chromosome has a hereditary substance that will be
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Table 1: The difference between chronological and dental age in Down syndrome using t-test
N
Rate of Chronologic age
Rate of dental age
Difference (month and year)
SD
11 8.97
7.91
1.14
0.912
Note: *) Significant
Table 2: Difference of dental age between DS and normal children based on chronologial age
N down syndrome
Rate
Dental age normal
SD down syndrome
Normal
11
7.91
9.24
2.328
2.658

t table
4.13

t-count
-1.25

p-value
0.0010212*)

p-value
0,1136*)
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Conclusion
Based on the study on Down Syndrome and normal
children, it was concluded that in Down Syndrome
children the dental age is later than in chronological age
and based on chronological age, there was no difference
in dental age in Down Syndrome as well as normal
children. In spite dental age in Down Syndrome children
is descreiptively later than in normal children.
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